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Committee outlines health center changes
By Debbie Geboiyi
Staff Reporter
The specifics of the cutbacks in the health center budget and services were
explained yesterday amid clouds of confusion and opposing sentiments at the
first meeting of the academic year for the Health Services Advisory Committee-<HSAC).
Richard R. Eaton, vice provost of student affairs and ex officio member of
the committee, described the plan for implementation of the Board of
Trustees' Nov. IS recommendation "that the University administration
develop and implement a plan to provide students quality medical care at the
first-contact phase."
Eaton explained the board's statement as a change in the goals of the health
center to be' •something like your family doctor.''
WITH THAT definition in mind, Eaton. Bob Arrowsmith, acting coordinator
of student services and dean of students, John M. Ketzer, director of the

health center, and Dr. Henry Vogtsberger, chief of medical staff, drew up a
plan, effective Jan. 1,1977. Changes include:
-The health center will provide only outpatient clinic services. The health
center will still provide daytime observation care, X-ray, laboratory and
pharmacy services as well as the gynecological clinic.
-Clinic hours will be 8 am.-5 p.m. Monday through Friday, and 9 a.m.-l p.m.
Saturday.
-The plan will eliminate 12 full time and eight part time jobs, including the
kitchen service, physical therapy and overnight care. The plan will also
eliminate 14 student jobs.
Eaton said, "There were two things we faced ... the reality of the $96,000
cut and the clear intent of the board to provide quality care at the first contact
stage." He said the group consulted with the Wood County Medical
Association and Wood County Hospital officials in the decision which means
that any student requiring any emergency care, after-hours treatment or an
overnight hospital stay will either be transported to Wood County Hospital or
one of the Toledo hospitals.

KAKIN SAID he was assured that Wood County Hospital's facilities are
adequate to handle the influx of patients, since Ketzer's figures showed that,
on the average 10-11 people use the health center's overnight facilities on a
given day.
Although Wood County hospital has an $8 emergency room fee and a $15
doctor fee, compared with the health center's emergency fee of $5, Eaton said
"there may be a savings in fact for the student who is required to stay overnight at Wood County.
"The health center is a clinic, not a hospital, so Blue Cross, Blue Shield
doesn't cover all expenses. Wood County is a hospital and it could be
cheaper," he said.
But what seemed to be the more important issue was how the students
would get to the hospital. Eaton said a cooperative system using both the
health center station wagon and University Police will be provided with no
charge for the service.
j„ page 5

Mead disturbed with city failures
By Cindy Leise
Staff Reporter
Wearing an Indian print dress and
carrying a lacquered shepherd's
cane, anthropologist Dr. Margaret
Mead yesterday denounced nuclear
warfare, the disintegration of the
family unit, inner city ghettos and
the "aura of complacency" at
colleges and universities.
During an afternoon press conference and later before a Grand
Ballroom audience of about 1,300,
Mead, 75, said she sees many wrongs
in our society. A breakdown of cities
and changing cultural values are
among the causes, she said.
Mead noted that many families left
the inner cities to live in suburbs,
leaving the inner cities open to
decay. Old people, the poor and the

unemployed are now left in the cities.
WE'VE TURNED the inner city
into a welfare system for the rest of
the country," Mead said.
She said some ghettos have
decayed to the point where she can
understand why some people want to
destroy them.
"There's some ghettos where
there's nothing to do but bum them
down," Mead said, adding that that is
what happened during the ghetto
riots of the 1960s.
She said some people cannot find
jobs. Others are caught up in crime.
And many, Mead said, rely on drugs
and alcohol to blunt their misery.
She said many heroin users turn to
crime and said addiction should be
treated as a medical problem, not a
criminal off ense.
ALSO, WE have fits about

marijuana and don't make any attempt to control heroin," she said.
Mead said marijuana should be
legalized.
Most American college students
don't concern themselves with
society's problems, unlike students
in Europe and South America, Mead
claimed.
"THE COLLEGE students in the
60's had some life," she said. "They
were lonely, horrified at the way
people live."
Mead said the average student now
is joboriented and may attend a
community college, a new trend in
higher education.
"They leam what they want, when
they want."
MEAD SAID although teenagers
used to be pushed into finishing their
education before they got married.

but it seldom worked. "Young people
responded to that by getting
pregnant," she laughed.
Now, contraceptives, "a rapid
turn-about on abortion" and changed
job roles for women release them
from the marriage ultimatum, she
said.
Mead said poor families in the
inner city are under particular
stress. Unlike middle or upper class
men and women, they usually marry
early in life. But Mead said poor
women have so many children bluecollar or unemployed fathers cannot
support them, and often the husbands
deliberately desert. The mother can
then receive welfare, Mead said.
"Like about everything else we're
done in the past 50 years, that has
been disasterous," Mead said.

Marketing, business outlooks promising
Statistics published in Wednesday's News mistakenly omitted
marketing and business education
students from the top 10 University
areas of specialization.
A revised listing shows that
students enrolled in marketing fall
into sixth place with 535 majors and
business education ranks ninth with
315 majors.
AREA OF SPECIALIZATION
Quantitative Analysis and Control
Elementary Education
General Business
Special Education
Journalism
Marketing
Nursing
Home Economics
Business Education
Music Education

MARKETING BREAKS down into
four specific fields including advertising with 97 majors; marketing
research, 36; retailing, 170; and
selling and sales, 232.
Business education includes a fouryear secretarial program with 44
majors;
administrative
management, 35 and two-year
secretarial, 236.

COLLEGE
BA
Ed
BA
Ed
BA
BA
H&CS
A&S
BA
Ed

This data indicates that of the top
10 University specializations,
programs offered by the College of
Business Administration account for
five of these positions, Education for
three and one each for Arts and
Sciences and the College of Health
and Community Services.

NUMBER OF MAJORS
1,049
821
795
768
569
535
361
356
315
310

The Bureau of Labor Statistics
reports that positions
for
salesworkers should increase by 15.7
per cent by 1985 from the 1974 level of
5,417,000.
EMPLOYMENT FOR marketing
research workers is expected to grow
much faster than average for all

occupations The best opportunities
are for those with graduate training
in marketing research or statistics.
The Bureau of Labor Statistics
predicts that opportunities for advertising workers will increase about
as fast as average for all oeccupations with
average annual
openings of 7,100.

The increased use of dictating
machines will limit opportunities for
office stenographers but there are
good prospects for skilled shorthand
reporters.
Receptionists can expect their
employment chances to grow faster
than average due to expansion of
firms providing services.

N»WH»1IOIO

by Dan Bomdi

Dr. Margaret Mead

Student reactions to faculty earnings vary
By Marilyn Dillon
Staff Reporter
Faculty earnings listed in
yesterday's News have generated
varied reactions from University
students.
Yesterday's story and chart listed
the 48 faculty members who will have
earned $30,000 or more during the
1976 calendar year. These earnings
include not only the faculty members' nine-month contract salaries
but also any extra compensation they
might receive for summer school
teaching, workshops, overload instruction and research grants.
"I think it's a little steep. However

if I was a doctor, I'd expect to make
that much," P. Michael Finch,
senior, said. He added that he would
rather see the money go to faculty
than such things as football
scholarships.
"I WAS surprised that that many
people made that much money. I
don't think I'm getting what I'm
paying for," said Janis M Milligan,
junior. Milligan said she would like
instructors to be more available to
students, have a more personal level
of communication and better
teaching standards.
Anthony D. Conty, senior, said
"Our money is squandered in so

many ways that this is the least way
it's being squandered.
"I wouldn't mind the administration getting what they do if
everyone didn't give you the runaround," Conty said. "Every time I
have to go over there I cry because I
know I'll have to go to five different
offices.
But good faculty cost
money."
"The salaries dont really bother
me. I'd rather cough up the money
than sacrifice quality," according to
Michael L. Benson, senior.
SGA President Bill Burris said the
salaries seemed justifiable when
compared to the $250,000 rock groups

like the Eagles and The Who are paid
for a single concert.
"I feel that people at the University
should be more careful about how
much money they give to whom," Al
Mannon, sophomore, said.
"Some of it seems a little overboard but I guess on the whole it's not
bad," Mark H. Maddon, junior, said.
"I guess they must be worth it but I
haven't run into too many that are."
"I'm amazed that there are that
many people making over $30,000.
No one in my department (geology)
is making near that much," said
Thomas D. Reenebaum, graduate
student.

opinion
practical majors
deserve funding
If this trend is an accurate indication of what can be expected in the
future, this University and others should begin to aim resources and
attitudes toward the task of making the practical arts more attractive
and progressive.
A recent study by the News indicates that college students here and
across the nation are turning toward career-oriented majors, instead
of the more abstract liberal studies.
The current popularity of practical subjects is evidenced best by the
fact that of the top 10 majors in the University, five are in the College
of Business Administration, three in the College of Education and one
in the College of Health and Community Services. The only major in
the College of Arts and Sciences of the top 10 is home economics, a
practical field in itself.
In light of these statistics, the University should channel a higher
percentage of money into computers for quantitative analysis and
control, (the top major), education facilities, nursing equipment and
business machines. More faculty should also be hired to cut high
student-teacher ratios in these and other departments.
The existence of traditional liberal arts subjects are important as
they teach students to think critically and better helps them to perform in the world. But the practical areas are where the most emphasis should be placed, since they are most directly related to finding jobs and career success.

let's hear from you
The News welcomes opinion from Its readers in the form of letters to
i In- editor whirh comment on published columns, editorial policy or any
other topic of interest.
All letters should be typewritten and triple spaced. They must be
signed and the author's address ami phone number must be included for
verification.
Utters can be sent to: letters to the Kditor. The BG News. 106
University Hall.
The News reserves the right to reject any letters or portions of lettHI
if they are deemed in bad taste or malicious. No personal attacks or
name-calling will be published.
Readers wishing to submit guest columns should follow a similiar
procedure.

Iietters
preacher

The mentioning of his personaThe
BG News is supposed to report the
Community events in relation with
Bowling Green City and the
University. It has also made a good
attempt to review some of the
international facts. But when I see
the space you allocate for the
Tuesday Nov. 30 article, I wish I
could call it a funny story, I am
referring to "Child Preacher captivates his audience," I have to say
something about this waste of space
the editor allowed.
I feel truly sorry that you see any
interest in reporting the babbling
around of a yound kid, who wants to
be called a preacher. The article says
"He started preaching when he was
two to pigs, ducks and chickens," I
don't feel he has stopped, maybe his
audience uses a language common to
a bipede called Man but their level of
reasoning must not have great differences with one of these
"domesticated animals."
The mentioning of his personal
evening of a dozen tuxedos, as well
as, the collection, show us pretty well
what kind of person he is and what is
really behind his desire to deliver a
"Message"!
How can you give any credit to
such an abuse? His actions are the
living proofs of the low level a person
can reach.
I feel it is degrading as well as
disgusting to give any credit to the
divagation of that irresponsible
young boy.
I would qualify your report as plain
gossip without any informative insights.
AudeBalland
818 Second Ave.

college
Kevin McCray's article (Dec. 1) on
job oportunities for college graduates
makes no attempt to assess the value
of a college education which is
pursued only as training for a good
career. It would be naive to
disregard the career motives of all
college students, but it might be
cynical to imply approval of those
who are out for the main chance, so
to speak.
The career-seeker is in some
danger of missing a kind of experience which is valuable in itself,
and which probably won't be

available in the job-world. I would
define this experience as the testing,
proving and improving of the mind;
the danger here is, of course, comtemplating one's own navel.
It may be that one's navel wouldn't
test the mind too much. But there are
other things, other ideas, to consider,
and these offer serious challenges to
the mind: art, history, science,
philosophy, and literature, to name
but a few. Even if double-entry
bookkeeping tested the mind as much
as, say, Homer's Odyssey (and it
maywellbesucha test), the range of
reference of the Homeric epic differs
from bookkeeping.
Given that it is a fine piece of
literature, but it is also much more:
it refers in significant ways to
history, to mythology (the "popular
culture" of the ancient Greeks), and
in its own way embodies a
philosophy. I don't sugggest that
anyone abandon the notion of a topdrawer career in accounting; but I do
suggest that it may be premature to
decide on such a goal before one has
tested, proved and improved the
mind in liberal arts studies.
Everyone should aggressively rush
forth-sometime-to grab the main
chance and nuke the big buck, but
college might be a time to speak
softly and carry a big book.
TimLally,
English Dept.

free agents
This is a letter to enlighten
Assistant Sports Editor Greg Smith
about baseball's free agent draft.
Baseball players will continue to
sign huge contracts until the owners
decide that salaries are too high. If a
so-so player signs for a multi-million
dollar contract, more power to him.
The game of life is survival of the
fittest and if they can get the owners'
money for their signature who can
blame them?
Blame baseball's high salaries on
the owners and criticize them for
putting up with these salaries. If the
owners would stick together and
reduce their bids, the baseball
players would have no choice.
Also, Mr. Smith, please realize that
the Yankees dont buy pennants as he
implied in his article. The only
player on the 1976 team that was
"bought" was Catfish Hunter, who
was 1-1 in the playoffs and 0-1 in the
World Series.
Graig Nettles, Willie Randolph,
Chris Chambliss, Doyle Alexander,

'judgment is founded on truth...'

electoral college needed
By Jess Partner
423 Clough
Guest Columnist
Almost every time I read
arguments for or against the electoral-college principle of political
elections, I experience a kind of
boredom that is peculiar to the
debate of over-generalized questions.
Neither Seavoy or Skaggs nor Short
and Weaner really come to grips with
the underlying political theory of the
electoral system by projecting
today's problems and tomorrow's
scenarios back onto history's legacy.
Briefly, the electoral-college
theory is based on the same elements
of thought that helped to establish the
bicameral U.S. Congress and grew as
a theory out of the oldest American
political tradition-the colonial
Houses and the Continental
Congress. Sparsely populated States
gained in the Senate (two votes) what
they lost in the House (votes in
proportion to population).
The
electoral college, however, deprives
Congress of the right to choose the
executive, and therefore of the
weakness such internal squabbles
would cause, unless the electoral
college cannot reach a majority.

be kept because it keeps chaos out at
the edges-with a change in the
system, chaos may never move any
closer. Similarly, direct popular
election of the executive has only its
widespread use in totalitarian
regimes to recommend it, and any
other indirect method could scarcely
have an advantage over our present
indirect system. The simple fact is
that the history of the specific
electoral-college system in use in the
U.S. today is rarely hauled out for us
to examine.
Besides, the electors will be
disbanded soon, once their task is
done-and their accountability will
have lapsed, if indeed they ever had
any. The electoral-college system
was designed, it seems to me,
precisely not to be a forum for issues
in partisan politics. Few significant
issues, if any, can be attached to its
function or design, which vitiates the
radical, root-searching analysis of
Short and Weaner, while Seavoy and

I THINK ITS useless to construct
scenarios wherein the electoralcollege system fails utterly, for it
never has, and probably never will,
since it is disestablished after each
use. The design is compelling: small
states receive consideration which is
hardly ever out of proportion to their
political and economic importance;
large states retain a clearly decisive
role; all states' election laws receive
an ultimate protection from Federal
fiddling while votes are counted:
finally, we, the voters, have a statewide, and therefore manageable,
victory or defeat to contend with
afterwards.
It won't do to say a system should

Doc Ellis, Ed Figueroa, Ken Holtzman and Mickey Rivers all were
acquired by trades, not money. Also,
the California Angels got more free
agents than the Yanks, yet Mr. Smith
predicts that the Yankees will have
$25 million players by March 5,1995.
Granted, they did buy Don Gullett
and Reggie Jackson, but remember
that four teams offered more money
to Jackson than the Yanks did, yet he
signed with the Yanks.
Unlike you, Mr. Smith, maybe he
recognizes a good baseball team
when he sees one, and not a good
"bought" team The next time you
imply that the Yankees buy their
wins, make sure you have all the
facts.
PatBrennan
lMRodgers

apology
I am writing this letter to apologize
to all those Bowling Green women
who were offended by our ad (BG
News, Wednesday, Dec. 1). As with
any retailer, we have no power to
determine the named of our
products. We conducted a full study
of the product "Tiddies" and found
the sandals to be far superior to any
on the market.
A study was made a few years back
that concluded that there are sexual
overtones to almost every ad on the
market, but apparently ours was just
a bit too obvious. Surprisingly
though, we never had any trouble
with the names "jeans", for after all,
this is the single most determining
factor in who will eventually be offended by our advertisement.
"A rose by any other name..."
Richard Velinsky
Sandbox West

personality
Blessed with an abhorrent
inquisitiveness of the sublime and
pressed by friends with seemingly
unbelievable stories, I was
"audience" to a Student Government
meeting Monday night in an attempt
to satisfy my curiosity. I say
"audience" because little else can
describe my feelings of attending the
opening and only night of a bad oneact play. To add insult to injury no
tickets were sold to the public (I got
mine from a friend).
It appears that the main characters (who also set the stage and do
the chorus) perform for their own
personal vanity. At the heart of the
matter lies an amazing man. He is
writer, director, producer, star, and

Skaggs seem to beg the question
under discussion on major points. No
reasoning can make Vietnam or
Watergate the direct outgrowth of
such a neutral system of election.
ON THE CONTRARY, speed in
elections is almost is essential as
speed in trials. Who would venture to
say a national recount could be
conducted before the old March
inaugural, even with computers?
But the election of 1960 would have
required it, and in 1960 the electoral
count was decisive, even with
maverick states, if not proportional.
Clearly the idea behind such an
electoral system, just as in the case
of the election of the Holy Roman
Emperor during its transition to a
German monarchy in the Reformation, was to reach a decision on
the basis of majorities within
political units, and not to cloud the
process of decision with notions of
fairness, or democracy, or human

rights, or peace, or war.
Theoretically, then, it seems safe
to assume only that the electoral
college is a way whereby we get to
express our power as voters to make
an executive decision as to who will
sue ceed the sitting President. This
provides stability, and not the twoparty system, because the problem
of succession to power has been a
civilization-killer before and shows
today no signs of becoming a lamb
in a manger.
I will say, therefore, that the
electoral college is as nearly perfected a political instrument as has
ever existed, and that it is indeed the
definition of policital instrumentality
in a democratic republic. If it had
malfunctioned many times, we
should all nave been aware of it now,
and the airless trifles of Messrs.
Seavoy, Skaggs, Short, and Weaner
would not have been printed at all
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Just for the fun of it, he also plays a
little at being SGA Dresident to break
up the monotony of his other jobs. To
make things perfectly clear (because
I probably would not get called on at
a meeting) Mr. Bums is, as the
dictionary puts it; '"Arrogant: overly
convinced of one's own importance;
overbearingly proud; haughty.
Characterized by or arising from
haughty self-importance.''
Many people had told me that they
believed our president should stop
trying to postpone the next election
long enough to get a hand picked
successor ready and instead take a
few courses in humility. I could not
believe things were that bad; they
are. Like Santa Claus in the Sears
Store, President Burris called on
each child to see if he or she had been
good or bad, and smiles and insults
were handed out accordingly. During
one particularly interesting
monologue, Santa worried openly if
the little kiddies at SGA would break
one of their new toys (a telephoning
answering service).
Our President must have as little
faith in his supporting cast as the
student body does. At this time Mr.
Burris, in an attempt to be both cute
and cutting at the same time,
assigned a nonvoluntary committee
of SGA's thinking and therefore
lesser peons, to buy the new toy in
Toledo as soon as possible.
This was done despite numerous
statements and appeals from various
chorus members that a much lower
price could be had in Cleveland.
Obviously the attempt to save money
and the volunteer efforts of these well
meaning souls was not in the script
After an hour of snippy remarks,
insolence, and overbearing conceit
the presumptous prima donna had
the curtain drawn. Monday's performance, which appeared typical of
those described to the unbelieving
masses, is best summed up by one of
the lambs whose slaughter seemed
commonplace and regular. In an
attempt to bring reason to the farce,
Student Government's Academic
Coordinator Kim Vivolo blurted out,
"We are not the elite!!" I am afraid
it fell on deaf ears.
My Christmas wish is that Mr.
Burris will come to what has been
described, by U.S. Senators and
Meter Maids alike, as one of the best
question and answer forums around;
the Commuter Center. Many
students would greatly enjoy the task
of rewriting this play.
D. Elliot Donley
Beta Mu Kappa

hunting
"Sport hunting has never been a
significant factor in the decline of
any extinct or endangered wildlife
species in the United States."
This is a "fact." expressed in a
mechanically correct attempt at
defending hunting written by Mr.
Saywell. It is a "fact" which
astounds me in its audacity, because
it ignores the blatant examples of the
buffalo, the passenger pigeon, the
great auk, the grizzly bear, the
mountain sheep, the wolf, and
numerous other species, all of which
were killed in devastating fashion so
hunters could get their f unsies.
•"It has been proven that wildlife
cannot be left alone to multiply
without some form of control."
This is another "fact" upon which I
gagged, for it shows such a low level
of common sense that I find it hard to
believe that Mr. Saywell said it.
Wildlife existed without man for
millions of years, and never reached
overwhelming population levels.
Nature has its own built-in control,
called predators, which hunters are

killing off so fhey can then kilT off
other species which are no longer
held in check. Mr. Fink quotes the
deer in Arizona as an example, but
glosses over the fact that their
predators had been killed off.
And the solution of hunters to the
encroachment of society upon
nature? Not to pull back and allow
nature its own territory, not to allow
natural predators to keep other
animals in check, but to kill endlessly, to allow for growth only so
there will be more animals to kill.
Hunters only consider animals as a
species, never as individual entities,
and thus can rationalize killing
millions if a million more survive.
What am I doing, Mr. Saywell'.' I
am not shooting deer six times in the
belly so as not to ruin the head for a
trophy. I am not setting traps in
which animals suffer for 24 hours in
weather which would kill an unexposed human in an hour. I am not
justifying a slaughter of animals by
fattening up the rest of the species so
they can be killed later. You are.
Rock Ross
215E.PoeApt.33
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Day in Review
Cavity treatment tested

Mideast peace hopes rise

Doctors at Tufts Dental School in
Boston say they have successfully
tested a chemical spray that removes
decayed tooth material with little
drilling and almost no pain.
The new method requires no
anesthetic for even the biggest cavities,
they say, and it virtually eliminates the
grinding pain of traditional dental work.
nThe doctors have developed a
I chemical
called
GK-101
NMonochloroglycine and a handheld
needle that squirts the GK-101 onto the
cavity.
Within minutes, decayed
material breaks up and flakes away.
The method will require more testing
and approval by the Food and Drug
Administration before it is available to
other dentists. This will take "a matter
of years," Kronman said.

The Marine Corps has refused to
speculate on the cause of the barracks
incident but was quick to transfer many
of the Marines whose names were on the
purported Klan membership list "for
furthering our human relations effort."
said one high-ranking officer.

Kelley wants to stay
FBI Director Clarence M. Kelley said
yesterday that he wants to keep his job
even though President-elect Jimmy
Carter has suggested he would like to
appoint a new FBI chief.
"lam not going to resiga" Kelley told
a reporter. He noted that he has made
that statement "many times" and said
he's sticking with it.
Later, Kelley issued a written
I statement repeating that he has no
intention to resign.

Gilmore's mom appeals
An attorney representing the mother
of convicted murderer Gary Gilmore
filed petitions in state courts yesterday
to stay Gilmore's execution at sunrise
Monday.
Meanwhile, the state prison moved
ahead with plans to carry out the first
execution in the VS. in nine years.
Attorney Richard Giauque said he
filed petitions in 4th District Court and
before the Utah Supreme Court. He said
he acted on behalf of Gilmore's mother,
who, "as an interested party asks to
have the matter stayed until such time
as the Supreme Court can review the
case."
Attorneys representing opponents of
the execution met earlier at the office of
American Civil Liberties Union lawyer
Jinks Dabney, who predicted the U.S
Supreme Court would get the case
eventually and would view the situation
as "a circus."

KKK in Marines?
Military authorities investigating a
racial clash in Camp Pendleton, Calif,
last month confiscated a list of 16 white
Marines who are members of the Ku
Klux Klan, but one admitted Klansman
declares "We've got more members in
secret"

Black Panthers sue
The Black Panther party wants the
government and a score of present and
former offficials to pay $100 million for
an alleged nine-year harassment
campaign against the party.
Among those named in the civil
damage suit filed in federal court here
Wednesday were the heads of the FBI,
CIA. IRS, Postal Service, and the
Treasury and the Justice departments.
The suit charges that the agencies
conspired to disrupt the party's activities since 1967 and, in some cases, to
murder party members.

Carter winning recount
President-elect Jimmy Carter gained
more ground on President Ford as the
recount of Ohio's presidential election
neared completion yesterday.
With tabulation completed in 95 per
cent of the precincts, Carter added 1,753
net votes to increase his lead to 11,066.
"For practical purposes, it's over,"
said Asst. Secretary of State James
Marsh. "We're not expecting any
significant changes at all."

Extras in store for rec center
Because bids to build the
new University recreation
center are about $1,150,000
lower than estimated,
several features originally
listed as alternates will be
included, according to
Mark E. Kerns, undergraduate student
representative to the Board
of Trustees.
"They i the alternate
items) are things we
originally wanted, but we
had to put them as alternates because we had to

stay within the original
figure," Kerns said. "The
bids came in low. so we
could put them in."
Some of the alternate
items include a suspended
running track, a tennis
wall, a skylight window
over the recreational pool,
ceramic tile in the showers
and changing painted
masonry walls to wood
paneling and ground block,
a type of brick, he explained.
ORIGINALLY, the plans

called for keeping the
necessities "nght down to
the basics," Kerns said.
"Now it looks as though
we're going to add some
things to make the building
attractive at a minimal
extra cost, "he added.
University President
Hollis A. Moore Jr. said
some of the alternatives
arc materials that will
save on later maintenance
costs.
"Anytime you do this you
submit a basic bid of things

you can do with and things
you would like to have but
you could do without."
Moore said.
The list of alternate
items will be sent to the
Bureau of Public Works for
approval. Moore added.
WHEN ASKED if the
alternate items could be
eliminated completely to
save student money, Kerns
said the center was "sold
to the students with these

things (alternates) in
there."
The University administrators felt it was
necessary to fulfill that
obligation to the students,
he added.
"We were very fortunate
in inflationary' times that
the bids were what they
were," Kerns said.
It will cost $37.94 per
square foot to construct the
rec center, he added.

PBS may air WBGU-TV film on Ohio novelist
as part of its 'Americana' documentary series
By Sue Christopher
A
WBGU-TV
documentary film on the
life of Ohio novelist
Sherwood Anderson may
be broadcast on national
educational television
before the end of this year.
Patrick Fitzgerald,
Director of Instructional
Television and producer of
"A Storyteller's Town,"
said he will be notified
some time within a month
whether the Public

A $5,000 grant was
contributed by the George
Gund Foundation of
Cleveland through the
American Bicentennial
Committee.
WBGU-TV
donated about $6,500 of
services and lakeland
Community College in
Mentor contributed $5,000.
The idea and script for
THE FILM, shown to Phi
Kappa Phi members last the movie was conceived
Tuesday in the Alumni by Gene Dent, associate
Center, cost about $16,000 professor of Journalism at
to produce, Fitzgerald Lakeland Community
College.
Dent, who
said.
Broadcasting Service
(PBS) will use the
documentary as part of its
"Americana" series.
Based on Anderson's
novel. "Winesburg. Ohio,"
the documentary was
filmed in Clyde. Ohio, the
city of Anderson's youth.

received his Masters
Degree
from
the
University, spent one year
writing the script.
After submitting it to
Fitzgerald, Lakeland
Community College and
the •
University
collaborated for two years
on the film's production.
Eighteen counties saw the
finished product on WBGUTV last April
Clyde residents "really
didn't know who he
(Sherwood Anderson) was

and really didn't care,"
Dent said.
ACCORDING TO the
film, Anderson's novel
"demolished the myth of
the small town in Ohio."

SECRET SANTA
GIFTS
Dorsey Drugs
E. Wooster
"By the Tracks"

Ford not despondent
First Lady Betty Ford says her
husband has not become despondent
and that he lost last month's election
because the voters favored a candidate
who ran an antigovemment campaign.
Meanwhile, the Fords put their home
in suburban Alexandria, Va., on the
market Wednesday. President Ford's
press secretary, Ron Nessen, said that
means the family has decided to leave
the Washington area.
The asking price on the Ford home is
$137,000. Ford paid $34,000 for it in 1955.

Angola enters U.N.
Angola is the 146th member of the
United Nations, admitted Wednesday by
a General Assembly vote of 116 to 0.
The United States formally abstained
on the vote to express its disapproval of
the continuing presence of Cuban troops
in the fornter Portuguese colony in
southwest Africa. The United State
vetoed the Marxist Angolan government's application in the Security
Council last June, but reversed its
position and abstained on a second
council vote last week.

"()h boy! Change
fur a chiinge."

IS you don't know what
this is, you're not eating at
McDonald's.
It's change. And you can still get it at
McDonald's.
Our prices are still terrifically reasonable.
And you can still get terrific things to eat for
under a dollar.
So, why not eat at McDonald's soon?
The change will do you good.
We do It all lor you

When you've got only 2 tickets to the big game
and you forgot that you asked Cheryl,Lori,Tracy,
Kelly, Sabrina and Trisha,but they didn't
it's no time to get filled up.
•••••<

\{
140 E. Wooster
1050 S. Main
1»?S McDo««KVl C©*pO*«t»0

Bowlin^Greeri

Lite Beer from Miller.
Everything you always wanted
in a beer. And less.
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Gerontology undergrad program unique

BARGAIN PRICES
SATURDAY-SUNDAY BARGAIN MATINEE'S

Elderly's needs breed special major
By Jane Musgrau
Staff Reporter
Whistler's Mother may
have been content to while
away her hours sitting idly
in a chair, staring vacantly
off into space, but many of
today's "senior citizens"
are not.
The stereotypical image
of the rocking-chair-bound
old person is rapidly fading
into America's past. In
recent years great numbers of elderly Americans
have left the confines of
these chairs and banded
together in groups such as
the Gray Panthers and the
American Association of
Retired Persons demanding that their needs be
met.
They
have
reconcentrated their efforts
from rocking the floorboards
to rocking the
thoughts and attitudes of
the American people.
As Americans became
aware of the growing
demands of the increasingly mobile elderly
population, it was obvious
that there was a need for
more trained professionals
in the field of the aging. It
was with this thought in
mind that Dr. Joseph K.
Balogh, dean of the College
of Health and Community
Services developed the
college's gerontology
program.
"I HAD become increasingly concerned over
how the country takes care
of the elderly. We don't
seem to take the problems
of the aged seriously. I
saw the need for training
kids to deal with the
segment of the population
that is about 65 years of
age," said Balogh.
The program is the only
undergraduate program in
gerontology in the state,
although Miami University
and Ohio State University

have graduate programs.
Balogh said that when he
presented the program to
the Ohio Board of Regents
in the spring of 1974 it was
highly praised. The board
commended the University
for their "thoughtful and
innovative program"
saying that it was "high
time for universities to
develop programs that
benefit mankind."
The program is highly
flexible and individualized,
according to Dr. John
Hiltner, professor of
geography and newly
appointed director of the
program.
The students' four years
of study include courses
from all areas of the
University as well as an
off-campus internship.

UPON DECIDING to
pursue a career in
gerontology a student is
confronted with the
question, "In what kind of
situation do you want to
work with the aged?" The
answer to this question
determines the student's
cognate area of study
which is the equivalent of a
minor.
"If a student is interested in the problems of
the aged in urban areas, he
would choose geography as
his cognate area," Hiltner
explained. "Cognate areas
vary to meet the student's
needs. We have students in
accounting, social work, as
well as health and physical
education."
The
gerontology
program has received
much
input
from

professors in various
University departments.
Professors in psychology,
sociology, geography,
philosophy,
home
economics, speech and
biology have been instrumental
in
the
program's development.
"We could not survive
without the cooperation we
receive from the deans and
faculty of the other
colleges," Balogh agreed.
THE SUCCESS of the
college's program is also
dependent on the interest
generated in outside
agencies and institutions,
according to Balogh The
college works closely with
community organizations.
The cooperation the
gerontology program has
received from area
hospitals, public health

departments and social
organizations indicates not
only uieir willingness to
meet the needs of the
University but the need for
programs of this nature,
Hiltner said.
"Often our students are
apprehensive about approaching institutions to
secure their required internships. The results of
the student searches have
in most cases shown that
these feats are unfounded," Hiltner said.
He cited as an example a
student who was interested
in working with the aged in
hospitals.
"He went to three
hospitals in Kindlay and all
agreed to accept him as an
intern," Hiltner said.
AS MORE people
become aware of the needs

of the nation's elderly the
demand for students who
have the necessary
training will increase
according to Hiltner. In his
dealings with the gerontology program Hiltner
said he often thinks of the
lecture he heard by Calvin
Lang, professor at the
University of Louisville
In his talk, he said that
biologists have done
everything they can to
lengthen man's lifespan,and now it is up to those in
the social sciences and
humanities to make that
longer life better," Hiltner
explained.
Since the program is
unpublicized,
its
enrollment figures are low.
With increased publicity
Hiltner said he expects to
see enrollment increase.
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MINUTE MOVIE REVIEW:
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In a friendly snowball fight Wednesday during the
University's first heavy snowfall of the season.
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THE OTHER HALF
OF THE SKY
A CHINA MEMOIR
Shirley Madeline's
Documentary about the
First American Women's
Delegation to China
Sunday-Dec. 5

7:30 p.m.

Gish Theater (i 05 Hanna)
FREE
Sponsored by the Human Rights Alliance
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OPINS 11:30 P.M.

MIDNIGHT MOVIES
FOR ADULTS
FRIDAY-SATURDAY ONLYI
ALL SEATS $1.25
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Counties sponsor free lunches
with federal senior citizen grant
By Gail Harris
Staff Reporter
Wood County Senior Citizens soon will be able to enjoy
free meals under the federally-funded Hot Meals
Program.
The program, sponsored by the WSOS (Wood, Sanduskv, Ottawa and Seneca counties) Community Action
Commission, is set to start serving noon meals to those
older than 60-years-old in mid-December, said Donald F.
Strieker, the commission's director.
Meals recently have been served at locations in Erie
and Sandusky counties. Although Erie generally is not
included in the commission's programs, it was included
in the program's $204,000 grant application because
Seneca county already has a federally-funded program of
its own.
TOE GRANT was divided among the four counties
according to their senior citizen population, Strieker
explained. Wood County received the most funds, with
152.030 to last until Sept. 30.1977. At that time, the commission will reapply for another grant to make the
program "an on-going thing," he said.
There has been a delay in beginning the Wood County
program because the county committee on aging, which

C«r«l(

will operate the program, has not submitted its final plan
to the community action committee, Strieker said.
"They already have one location picked out, at the
Wood County Senior Citizens Center at the fairgrounds,"
he said. 'But they're trying to find a site in the northern
part of the county, too."
The Ottawa county program will not begin until
January, Strieker said. "We're starting completely from
scratch there-they dont even have a senior citizen's
center." he explained
ACCORDING TO regulations set by the Ohio Commission on Aging, each county must serve a minimum of
96 meals a day, five days a week, to be eligible for a
grant.
Strieker said the program has been successful in the
two counties, but expects participation to increase. He
added that he thinks the Wood" County program will also
work well.
"I think that it will be successful, especially if they can
get another site. It'll enable them to serve the maximum
number of meals," he said.
There is no charge for meals, but persons may make
contributions that will go to local organizations sponsoring the program. Persons must make reservations by
calli ng or going to the centers where they are served.
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REGULARLY PRICED ALBUMS IN OUR INVENTORY.
THOUSANDS OF SELECTIONS TO CHOOSE FROM.

CAPITOL

Personnel services head resigns,
takes Medical College position
John D. Hayes, director
of University personnel
services for eight years,
made what he called an
"agonizing decision" to
leave the University and
become director of personnel at the Medical
College of Ohio in Toledo
(MCOT).
Hayes said the new
position, which he accepted last month, fulfills

lua desire to remain in
personnel work and allows
him an opportunity to use
his experience and
knowledge to improve
MCOT's department.
He said dissatisfaction
was not part of his decision
to leave. "I enjoyed every
minute of that University.
I hated to leave very
much."
HE ADDED THAT his
efforts helped make the

University personnel
department one of the best
in the state. He was in
charge of about 1,400 staff
persons and now will direct
1,500.
"I like personnel work..
dealing with people. .
helping people in their
jobs." he said. He said he
especially enjoys long
hours and extra work,
which "doesn't deter me in
anyway."

For almost five months
prior to taking his new
post, Hayes was director of
planning for the vice
president for operations at
the University.
He said although he has
no specific plans yet for
MCOT, he is thoroughly
assessing its present
condition.

The presidents of Ohio's state-supported
colleges and universities met with Go ••
James A. Rhodes last week to discuss the
state's financial bind.
Rhodes and the presidents discussed
rJieir problems and offered suggestions for
working with the decreased higher
education appropriations.
Most of the universities have increased
student fees to cover the smaller appropriation, said University President
Hollis A. Moore, Jr.
MOORE SAID HE plans on making some
budget cuts, but he hasn't decided in what
areas.

GIFTS

Health center
revamp noted
From page 1

*
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E. Wooster
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ABORTION

Also On Capitol Record

KAPPA SIGMA
wishes to congratulate
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its graduating seniors

1-800-438-5534
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93 FM
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Gary Daniska
Scott Eakin
"George" Samuelson
Dewey Patterson
Dave Burkhart
Vince Betro
Steve Zahorujko
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,*1 OFF SALE

... Beatles / White Album
... Natalie Cole / Natalie
... Be Bop Deluxe / Modern Music
... Dr. Hook / A Little Bit More
... Grand Funk / Grand Funk Hits
... George Harrison / Best of
... Steve Miller / Anthology
... Bob Seger / Beautiful Loser
... Wings / At The Speed o! Sound

lOH FWf «Om 10 pm

*■

STEVE MILLER

"By the tracks"

$150.00

The capital improvement funds are
funds allocated to a university after a
recommendation by the Ohio Board of
Regents, Moore added.
A total of $125 million is expected to be
allocated to Ohio education over the next
biennium, Moore said. "Sixty per cent of
this is for colleges and universities and
about $4.6 million was our part of the
capital appropriations request."

*

Although not all the *
details have been worked *
out yet, Kaki n stressed the
drivers would provide *
"non-emergency transportation, which will *
approximate what one
irouW call taxi service."

Dorsey Drugs

"The capital improvement funds were
the main topic of discussion rather than the
operating budget," he said.

*************

ri *

SECRET SANTA

Changes suggested to ease
state colleges' financial bind

BOB SEGER

BOBSEGER

Breakfast Serial

ARISTA

Mon-Fri
7:25 am
and 12:15 am

Next Week
"One More Shot"

PJSI

A Crime

H-l^iH i>. IK'S1<I
■I 1.. i . •

Photographer

I . \w.

Drama

Brought to you
*
WHEN
STUDENT *
by
committee member Sherri
L. Cline asked why the *'
Frisch's Big Boy
committee was not con- *
sulted on the matter, and if
and
there was any influence *
Roy
Rogers
either the student body or
Restaurant
the HSAC could exert, *
Eakin said, "in the two **.**.*.******** **
weeks (since Nov. 15
decision) we had to do the
research and see if it could
be implemented; this is the
earliest we could meet."
Utter he said that he had
no intention of coming
before the committee
without thoroughly
researched material and a
workable model for the
Jewelry
Sweaters
best health care possible.
Blouses
Handbags
But now that the end of
Jewelry' Boxes
the quarter is near, and
Cowl Neck Tops
adjustments must begin
Fashion Scarves
Skirts
immediately if the health
Hats, Gloves,
Slacks
center is to function Jan. 1,
Mittons
Gauchos
he said "I see very little
Umbrellas
Blazers
opportunity for alteration
Slippers
Lingerie
ofthisolan."

MELISSA MANCHESTER

BARRY MANILOW

BAY CITY HOLLERS

Gift Suggestions

■■

is check these items

Cline's reaction was,
"We had no say in this. By
the time we met, it was too
late..no one had a say in
this but the administration
and the Board of
Trustees."
When a committee
member asked Ketzer's
reaction to the events he
aud he was "frustrated,
»ary frustrated."

Sleepwear

BAY CITY ROLLERS

Also On Arista Records

GIL SCOTT HERON

1 Ur JJF

W> AL JJW

... Barry Manilow / Tryin' To Get The Feelin'
... Bay City Rollers / Rock n' Roll Love Letters
... Eric Carmen / Eric Carmen
... Mellisa Manchester / Happy Days, Better Endings
... Silver / Silver
... Point Blank /Point Blank
... Funky Kings / Funky Kings
... Outlaws / Lady In Waiting
... Chicago / Original Cast

Evening Purses
Charlie Cologne

Many items specially priced

OPEN EVENINGS TILL 9:00 P.M.
Until Chnstmos Except Sundays

• The Powder Puff
525 Ridge St.

$ <%

Arr .,,

M> UJr la!!

OPEN til MIDNIGHT
TONIGHT - SATURDAY
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Holiday
Shopping
Made
Easy
^^^^^

WESTBEND
INSTANT HOT POT
• 2 to 6 cup capacity
• Seamless aluminum sides
making cleaning easy
• 5 temperature settings
• Ideal for home, office or
student use
• #3253

$10.88

CLAIROL
INSTANT HAIRSETTER
GILLETTE DELUXE
HOT LATHER SYSTEM
• Dispenses hot. moist lather
• Complete with Gillette Trac
II ra*or and Foamy Shave
Cream
• Special wall mount bracket
• Storage space lor ra?or and
blades

• "9280

MARSHMALLOW
GARLAND
LEEDS
ONE-SUITER SUITCASE

Colorful decoration for your
Christmas tree.

59C

• C20S

• Attractive suitcase has 3 zippered
compartments
• Name tag, lock with keys
• Available In tan and brown or
black and red
■ One year guarantee

$13.99

$14.99

• Assortment of 20 Kindness'Rollers
• Rollers Stay warm
longer for lasting curls
• Reduces tangling and
snagging
• Lightweight, compact
case

$9.99

BELCO
CANDOLIER LITE

SYLVANIA
FLASHCUBES

• Perfect lot holiday
decorating
• #520

• 3 cuhes/12 flashes
• For use with all stand
ard flashcube cameras

99C

49$

• 3 cubes/12 Hashes
• Use with all 110 pocket
cameras and X type
cameras

$1.39

AMITY
CHECKBOOK CLUTCH

• Electro magnetic motor
• Durable nylon housing
• Interchangeable attach
ments
• Instructions included
• 3 4100

• Removable checkbook/card case
• Pen and holder for convenience
• Outside frame pocket for coins and
bills
• Variety of styles and colors

• Beautiful assortment of colors and
designs
• 14 magnetic pages to keep vour
photos in top shape

$1.29

BRITE STAR
ICICLES
• 1000 silver strands
• Flameproof, tarnishproof
• « 1061

29C

$6.99

$6.99

ASTRA PHOTO ALBUM

SYLVANIA
MAGICUBES

WAHL
MASSAGER KIT

<*»

EVEREADY
FLASHLIGHT

AUTO SCORE
BASKETBALL GAME
•
•
•
•

Fast pushbutton action
Durable plastic casing
Automatic scoring
Fun for ages 5 to adult

$8.88

• Tough "Cordahide"
polyethylene con
struction
• Positive action
switch

HOLLY HOBBY
HOMEMAKER
Complete dress up set includes
feather duster, dust pan, play
broom, apron and bonnet

$4.44

• Uses 2 "D" cell
batteries (not
included)
• # 3251 B

69C

POLAROID
SUPER SHOOTER
WHEATON
COOKIE AND
"MISC." JARS
• 3 liter eve catching
tars harmoniie with
any kitchen decor
• a 11600/" 11365
• Cookies not included

$1.99

• Instant photographs with 6 dif
ferent films

Assortment of Disney cartoon
characters on bright, colorful
pillows

• Color photos in 60 seconds
• Black and white in 15 seconds
• Electronically controlled
shutter system sets e»posure
automatically

$2.49

• Viewfinder adjusts automatically
• a 4000

DISNEY PILLOWS

REVLON PUB AFTER
SHAVE BALM
• Refreshes tender skin
• Clean, fresh scent
• 3.75 oi

99C

$16.99

DORSEYS REX ALL DRUGS
SECRET SANTA GIFTS

500 E. Wooster
By The Tracks"

All tobacco jars 1/2 oH
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Truman scholarships offered
Freshmen Andy Spahr (standing) and Mike Canperformed the famous art of 'traying' on the golf
course hill last Thursday afternoon. Sometimes
they slid on the cafeteria trays and other times they
slid on their heads.

N»w*photo»by Don*! Mo

Students interested in a career in
government could win one of S3 national
HarryS Truman scholarships.
Students who will be juniors next fall are
eligible for nomination by their college
president. Winners will be awarded a
maximum of $5,000 a year for up to four
years of college study.
Nominees must demonstrate a firm
commitment to public service, carry at
least ii 3.0 grade average and stand in the
top 25 per cent of their class.
One scholarship winner will be chosen

from each state, the District of Columbia,
Puerto Kico and one representative from*
the United States' island possessions.
Winners will be announced sometime next
spring.
The scholarship was established by
Congress last year to honor late President
HarryS Truman.
Interested students may contact Dr.
Audrey Rentz in the University's office of
Academic Liaison, or Dr. Shirley Meeker,
who chairs the political science department.

Pentagon pushes Bl ahead

Murawow- goodbye and good luck.
We'll miss you. love, the staff (please)

BUY DIRECT AND SAVE!

gar

&ec
Teutonics manulaclures and sells enclusrvely these quality
nailed solid slate watches worldwide ovei 1 million sold
at much higher prices Now. order direct and gel tremendous
savings, all Ihest tealuies
• 6 functions controlled hy a single button hour, minutes,
seconds, month, date, and day Accurate within 2 minutes
pei ve*ii
• Full year warranty against delects in materials or workman
ship.encepl battery We will repair or replace any leltronics
watch developing such delect within 1 year ol purchase
• 30 day home trial, il no! completely satisfied with your
watch, return it within 30 days lor lull relund ol purchase
price, no questions asked
• Ultra thin case, with stainless steel hack All watches have
matching bracelets
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1.41 pm
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GO GREYHOUND
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...and leave the driving to us
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A present to
yourself,
(or a friend)
Order a yearbook today!
372-0086 *Merry Christmas!
Seniors-Stevens Studios will be box1;
for retakes January 17-21. Call next
quarter for an appointment.

MODEL OPENNOON

The Sisters of Chi Omega
Would Like to Announce
Their New Officers for 1977
President
Jenny Krueger
Carol Pontis
Vice Pres.
Melissa Klide
Pledge Trainer
Kim Koerber
Recording Sec
Treasurer
Tracy Cole
Corresponding Sec Corinne Thomas
Linda Mitchell
Personnel Ch
Social Ch
Elaine Montal
Rush Ch
Patty Groben
Kim Raymond
Rush Asst
Ingrid Hull
Sr Pan hel Delegate Julianne Deely

ICONGRATULATIONS!
AND THANK YOU
TO THE OLD OFFICERS
FOR A GREAT YEAR
Special thanks to
LuAnn Vandemark-Advisor

TIL 4:30 PM WEEKDAYS

>#
%

**********************

*

TO

SECRET SANTA

\4>

p^-

advertised in TV GUIDE

GREYHOUND SERVICE

We'll burn the
midnight oil with you.

©V fiPV

FREE!

ui rrnjans Greyhound, and d lot ot your fellow students
who are already on to a good thing You leave when you
like Travel comfortably. Arrive refreshed and on time
You'll save money, too. over the increased air
'ares Share the ride with us on weekends Holidays
Anytime Go Greyhound

The application deadline for the January
Professional and Administrative Career Examination
I PACE) is Dec. 20. Students interested in working
with the federal government after graduation should
secure applications from the career and placement
office.

ttOWKN%

O'd*'* ••c»iw»d by 0«c 1* 19*6 *>» Bt> deliv*«»d ^«*u'« Chriit"ii
Marl ch.c o- mo»»y cfl.rU, TaTllKONICt 2400 € O«*on DM Plain*) Ml toon
Plena land ih« following wilcNlH Spac>(y your chqtcat ol 10
ftlyiat * >h'u J 'oi'owad by S lo' silvtx 'hod«um *|iff 94 >
O to* gold *»!'«' I undanaland thai l will '<aca*va ••••
T»inoniti calculator wtin eve'v i»o waicnat i o'dv
QUANTITY
»TYll
FINISH
PRICE
Ofda* any iwo
Taltromca
f U- -hat
•nu h *t
Add li 00 snipping and handling coat lor aach walch nimo-ft
hit R-dtQil
raitdantft add 4% Miet '*■ ' anctoia my c*ac> O' money o«da'
b 'unction
lo' tha total I . . - - .
electronic
,No ca»h- no COO ■ accepted OHe* good >n continental USA only
calculate'
Name
—
—
*ith baiia'y and
cavvcate FREE'

AND GET ON
TO A GOOD THING.

TTie Bl, about two-thirds
the size of the BS2, is a
swing-wing, four-jet aircraft that is designed to fly
between continents

PACE applications

uruy

MEN S

CHRISTMAS

came as no surprise
because Ford said last
April "we must build the
Bl bomber and we're going
to."
Rumsfeld and Air Force
Secretary Thomas C. Reed
claimed it is imperative
that the Bl be produced to
help offset growing Soviet
strength in strategic
nuclear weapons.

Job interviews
The Butler County Schools, Hamilton, Ohio, will be
on campus next Thursday to interview December
graduates and alumni for learning disabilities
positions. Interested candidates should sign up in the
Career Planning and Placement Service office, 360
Student Services Bldg., no later than Tuesday.

w

6-Function LE.D. Watch

SHARE THE RIDE
WITH US THIS

WASHINGTON (AP)The outgoing Pentagon
leadership
handed
President-elect Jimmy
Carter a major problem
yesterday by awarding
contracts
to
start
production of the Bl
bomber, the costliest
aircraft in history.
After inauguration Jan.
20, Carter will decide
whether to let that decision
stand or reverse it. During
the campaign, he said he
would not build the Bl.
Defense Secretary
Donald Rumsfeld announced the go-ahead
decision after consulting
President Ford. The move

Local Briefo

CAMPUS MANOR
APARTMENTS

*
*

BEHIND BURGER CHEF & DINO'S PIZZA PUB
NEXT TO STERLING MILK & DORSEY DRUG
NOW RENTING FOR SUMMER & FALL SCHOOL YEAR OF

1977

OPENINGS FOB 1-4 STUDENTS
TO FILL 4-PEOPLE APIS. (FALL SCHOOL YEAR)

*
*

SPECIAL SUMMER RATES (2) BEDROOM (14)

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

STUDENTS SUMMER QUARTER

13 Q00D REASONS FOR LIVING AT CAMPUS MANOR
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

N.w - Modtm • Furnished • Cabla T.V.
2 min. Walk to Campus
5 min. Walk to Downtown
25 busman establishments at your front dor:
Entranca doors secured at all timas
Large freezer for additional food savings
intercom between apartments i entrance
Free parking at your front door
Qas barbeque grill for tha gourmet cook
No car required, save on gas, parking & operating cost
No long walks on those zaro winter days in mud & slush
Wall lighted streets between apts., campus and shopping araas

• Friendly Helpful Landlords
*
*
*
*
*'

*
*
*
*
*********************

FOR THE CREAM OF THE CROP,
GO CAMPUS MANOR
FROM $25500 PER PERSON PER QUARTER
ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED EXCEPT ELECTRIC (HEAT & A/C BY GASI
MODEL OPEN NOON TILL 4:30 P.rV. WEEKDAYS

352-9302
EVENINGS AND WEEKENDS

352-7365
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tutr, IN ASURPRJSE
BUTAS OF-WOtf, FOR
A*anamir.t00B
leADTUVEDDY, THE
HOUSE HIADTWPBJ
PERENNIALS ARE OVER.
I ECWRMSFKPFROM
ON ne neaimetmoH
' mwHS-moposj
\ CF THE CARTER TKANSI.ON THE EAST IAUN.
WN TEAM, THE TOP BUS
i\ ED BRADLEY MIS
, ms IKMNW

fimm.

THE SENSES OF UNTOLD ■
THOUSANDS OF WHIW
HOUSE VISITORS.

,tt
-

8J EDDY WAS HEAD
I TU/f HOW 00 YOU
I FEEL ABOUT HIS
LEAYIW

f

/

ueu.Fti&oNAUi.ea I'M

SAtDENER HEREAT

B.J..UHO
IS DORMANT
THIS TIME OF
YEAR.HADNO
COMMENT.

N THEIR FAMED FESTIMS

u

MR. SANDERSON,

THE mm HOUSE OURm THE EI6HT YEARS

HASLEDHlSHYBRJOTULin^

. OF COLOR, amiiNG

REMOVEDFROMTHE
L_/i <6ARSEN.-

vote BEEHASSISTANT

ACROSS

fOKemrareeamE

SPRJNGS NOW, B.J. EDDY

REALSORRY TDSEEHIM60
BJ.UMXRSTQCOTHATA -*>y
FLOWER THAT FELT600P jJ9
LOOKED 6000. SO HZ WENT
SS
TO 6REAT PAJNSTO KEEP
yfUP MORALE AND 600DHUMOtCNTHF.6mUN0S.Jl

fLL NEVER RS6ET HOW
DURIN6 ONE PARTICULARLY
D€fRESSIN6 PERIOD, B.J.
ARRAN6EDFOR A ROW
OF JONQUILS OUTSIDE
THE OVAL OFFICe RJ BURST
INTO FULL BLOOM mme
MIDDLE OF JANUARY'^,

Nimowmo
V£M OT DOWN.

MR

OF COURSE, BUT
VC6ARDENWAS
> IN STITCHES FOR
WEEKS!

/

1 Title in the
old South
6 Jubilant
10 Social reformer
Lucretia
14 Highway signs
15 Prevail
16 Oriental girdle
case
17 Object of Moslem worship
18 Man on the
moon*
20 Diabolical
22 Weapon for
Ivanhoe
23 Part of Q.E.D.
24 Covered with
turf
26 Counter
28 Photographic
reversal
31 Leprechaun
32 Window decor
33 Federal
operatives
37 Long, long time
39 Lopsided
40
Japanese
Wars
41 12th cent, date:
Rom.
42 liang mournfully
44 Veterinarian's

d«g
46 "
smiles that
that make us
happy ..."
47 Cochineal.
for one
48 Kuler
61 Pisan, for
example: Abbr.
63 Parachute
malarial
64 Propinquity
58 Type of
race track
61 Confess
62 River of
Normandy
63 First of a
Latin trio
64 Beseech
65 As soon as
66 With: Fr.
67 Mid morning.
for short

DOWN
1 Lake formed by
Hoover Dam
2 Car part
3 Rich fur
,
4 Step
,
6 Kentucky city.
on the Ohio
6 Fat: Fr.
7 Luxuriant

gg/iXX7-:y„-ff?

jjGrab your
Stockings
and get
your Date
TheDG
Christmas
Party
will be
great!
See you Saturday! R S$

!SU STUDENTS!
Get
your
Christmas
gifts early from
our inexpensive, quality
potpourri of items from
Mexico & the U.S. Get a
10% discount 1 1 a.m.-8 p.m.
Mon.-Fri. Sat. 11-6 Sun. 12-5
All you need is a student I.D. ft
the Christmas Spirit

O' Suzanna's Potpourri
131

S

Mom

(2

1)III,I-.

(rom losolle*s)

i*:*:^*:*::*:*::*:*::*::*::*;*::*:*^. tM6A&6&&&&&Aft&ftft&&j
BGSU'S TENTH ANNUAL

ACADEMIC YEAR ABROAD
IN

SALZBURG, AUSTRIA
OCTOBER 1,1977 to JUNE 30, 1978
PROGRAM FEATURES

Open to all students in all majors and colleges
Full year's academic credit
Balanced course offerings in a variety of areas
Music students may study at the MOZARTEUM
Live in a dormitory with an Austrian roommate
Excellent area for skiing, hiking and other sports
Group excursions included in the program
Generous vacation periods during the year
Supervision by a BGSU director
An opportunity to spend a year in Europe while still a student

APPLICATIONS BEING ACCEPTED NOW
For further information, a program booklet and application, please
contact: Department of German and Russian, 139 Shatzel Hall

Michigan Ski Weekends.
Good if you're good.

Good if you're not.

Call toll tree

800-248-5456

Michigan.

Mirror of America.

A

fie.Re se-xjtiee Ucivgun Sk. ,mo VcwxOJr Map
Nome .
School
AUUWii
City

5

7

po

peace

Lugged: CoUoq.
Important name
6
on Oslo
Repeats
II
Role in
"Streetcar"
Flowering vine 17
Smile
II
One of the
Waughs
Florida eleven
Make
18
(make lots
of doughI
r3
Go-between
Selfish emotion 18
City on Alaska
Large part of
n
the atmosphere
Take away
65
(froml
Chickens
50
Settle a
52
fund upon
A gift of the
54
Magi

27

"

1

29

28

"

1

P

22

30

1

■

■

Piper Cub
Ampere's first
name
2 bells, on

shipboard

1

34 135

47

52

1

60

66

65 Imposing
56 Supreme
Hindu deity
57 Part of a goblet
59 A power

36

44

55 1

63

1

M

F1

46

59

rr IS" rr

25

39

50

1
,6

,9

"2

45
49

1r

rr- 1

24

"

I

57

61
64
67

project: Abbr.

60 Warm up
a motor

Geology Brown Bag. Room 070 Overman Hall at II
noon.
Dr
Stuart Dean ot T.U. will speak on
"Geophysics,
regional
tectonic
and
photolinears
Southeastern w est Vinginia."
Active Christians Today. ACT Campus house.
Clough St., at I pm Bible Study. Lile ol Christ.

401

Saturday, Decembers 197s
People's Chess Federation, commuter center, It am. to
5 pm. Everyone welcome.
Sunday, Oecembers. 1974
Grace Brethren Chuch, Worship at 10 am, Bible
Fellowship at II am. Evening Worship at 7 pm. Ill S.
Enterprise.
Active Christians Today Worship Service. Alumni Rm.
Union at I 0 :30 am.
Goiu Rye Karate Club meeting. Room 101 Hayes Hall,
from 5-7 pm.
Human Rights Alliance meeting. Gish Theater, Hanna
Hall at 7:30 pm. Free showing ol the film—"The Other
Halt of the Sky a China Menoir."
Alpha Phi Omega meeting, room 103 Lile Science Bldg.
at 7 :30 pm.
BGSU Scuba Club meeting,Natatorium, 110 pm. Open
to all.

Active Christians Today Bible Study "Hassle," ACT
Campus douse, 50 3 Clough St. It noen.
Active Christians Today
Bible study "The Normal
Christian Life," ACT Camp us house, 403 Clough St. at
S :30 pm.

Ride available to Dallas
Texas area leaving Dec. 4
or 10.
Staying about 10
days.
Help with gas A
driving and the RIDE is
YOURS. 353 3371.
Need
ride
to
Fla.
especially Ft. Lauderdale
area). Sometime after I 20.
Will help pay for gas
drive. 372 4130, Mike.
LOST * FOUND
LOST Beige Crochet Hat,
Hanna Hall Tue. morninq.
REW ARD . 2 3439.
LOST:
Labador puppy 4
mos. old at E. Merry St.
Answers to Shannon.
If
found, call 353-3437.
FOUND Black, cocker mix
puppy; male, 2-3 mo. old.
Wearing yellow collar w
red rhinestones. To claim
Call352 9104 Qr372-2001.
FOUND: calculator, must
identily. Call 353 - 4119.
SERVICES OFFERED
some

Emotional and
Pregnancy Aid.
1524214 M * F
Tu., w., Th..
p.m.

Worried
about
your
Apartment while you're
away?
Will take care of
your apartment while you
vacation.-responsible,
clean-cut
student
who
must
remain
hare
in
Bowling
Green
during
vacation.
I come with
references
and
can
possibly work out a small
tee for the use of Apartment, will also take cart
of plants, animals etc.
that you may have. Please
call Bev at 172-1*01.
Typing
dont
for all
assignmtnts.
Call 3522109.
WANTED
Female rmmts. nttdtd.
Wlr. A Sprg
Own rm.
152-7394.

HOLIDAY- THE BRIMS.
ROOKIE*! didn't lorget
you W ere just a little latt
in saying THANKS lor your
sounds
at
the
kidnap
party, you're lust great!! L
ve. the OO's.

Apt. to subl. SiO-mo. 1
bdrm. 1 or! F. 152 4454.
F. nttdtd to subl. apt.
Wtr. A Sprg. qtrs. Clost to
Campus. S74 mo
Merry
St. 153-4428.
Need I F. rmmt. for Wtr.
qtr. Call 152-1791. Close
to campus.

Interested in the GOSPEL
CHOIR
Call Theresa
Sanders
152-1141.
Musicians invited also.

1 M. rmmt. netdtd Wtr. A
Sprg.
qtrs.
For
Information call I-974-7111
orl52-541S.
I F. subl. immtd.
rm. Ill mo
1 blk.
2149. Shirley.

The Delts wish Jim Senger
a successful stay as 'Our
man
in
Washington"
Winter Qtr.

Own
172-

9"

TIS THE SEASON TO »E
JOLLY
AND
WFAL
WISHES MERRIMENT TO
ALL.

Need F. rmmt. Wtr Sprg.
Next lo Offhr. 157 9345.
1 M. rmmt. need grad. or
professional pert. Wtr. A
Spr.
Avail, immtd.
Ph.
152-2114.

JACOUE-I AM GLAD TO
HAVEYOU AS MY LITTLE
Welcome to the family,
DZ Love, Deb.

I M. rmmt.
Hi mo.
W ashtr-dryar,
dish
washtr.
Apt. furn. 3521424.

FOR SALE
Calf. Kingslie bed.
111-4117. alters p.m.

1 F. rmmt. W tr. A Sprg.
across from Rogers. Ph.
352-7219.
2 M or F to subl. apt. for
W fr. & Sprg. Univ. Courts.

Teacher lor children 2 Mrs.
a wk. Ph. 152-4117.

I M. rmmt. needed W tr.
Sprg.
Qtrs.
Campus
Manor Apts. Fum. Util.
pd.ill ran
Rm. A board in exchange
tor babysitting A
light
house work. Wtr. A Sprg.
Ph. 352-3190.
I F. rmmt Wtr. A S»rq
sss mo
Call afters p.m.
3531404.
M.v rmmt.
wanted.
Stadium View apts.. Own
rm. Call Dick 1710107.
1 M. rmmt. nttdtd. Wtr.
A Sprg. Call 515-1472.
Wanted immtd. F. rmmt.
Wtr. A Sprg. qtrs. House
i) blk Irom camfius, 440mo. 172-5052.
1 M. tor w tr A Sprg. only.
540 mo Call 151-4041 .
Need I or 1 rmmts. W tr. A
Sprg.
Large house, own
rm. Ph. 352 4140.
1 F. rmmt. W tr A Sprg. qtr.
Fum. 1 blk. from campus.
152-1124.
1 F. rmmt. for Wtr. qlr.
Piedmont
Apts.
1S20571.
1 F. rmmt. W tr. A Sprg.
Brand new apt. S75 mo.
151-4140.
Natdtd M or F to subl.
SIS Util. incl. Call 252
5222.

1 rmmt, desires to share
txptntts in a vary nlct
Hiilcrest
Trailer,
new
carpet.
vtlvtt
furn.
Washtr, dryer, waftrbtd
SIS. Call 4 pm-lpm. 152• 511.
1 rmmt. nttdtd Immtd.
Own bdrm. bath. Afttrs.
2527404.
1 F. wanttd to subl.
A Sprg. 172-4781.

Wtr.

F. to subl. apt. w own
bdrm. bath. WmthropSo.

111-17*1.

Great Xmas gifts.
Plant
Sale.
407 S. Enterprise
Apt. C. Sat-Sun 10-4.
Handmade
mountain
dulcimers for sale.
Ph.
455-1421.
Formats for your Holiday
parties. Like new. Sues
10-12 Priced to sell. Call
152-512*.
74' Camera 2-21 type LT
AM FM Stereo, air, PS;
PB, new Radials, exhaust
must see to appreciate.
S199S firm. 1S2-07S4.

PERSONALS

Wanted I F. rmmt. W tr. A
Sprg. S6s mo. Call alters
p.m. 353-3404.

Ph.

H ELP WAN TED
Individual
tutoring
for
G ED
grad.
stuent
preferred.
10-25 hrs.wttk. Schedule flexible.
Preferdays. Call 152-1142
or 141 -37*4 TOltdO.

3524041.

(

Pat
and
Debbie;
Welcome to the family.
DZ
love
Sue,
Karon,
Laurie.

1 M. rmmt. for Wtr. A
Sprg.
Own bdrm., clost
to Campus. 152-1147.

Monday, Decembers. 1171

RIDES

I.I

1 M. rmmt. needed Wtr. A
Sprg. qir Cherryhill Apts.
Ptl. 35! 4319.

Friday. Decembers, 117a

EMPA
Material
We care.
1-1 p.m.
4:10 9:10

Michigan lioven Com one '
Sone 10? 300Soui>>Copito Aver**
tuning M-chxjy 48WJ6

I

H

CAMPUS CALENDAR

MEDICAL
SCHOOL
in
Mexico
accepting
American
students.
Practice in the US. WHO
listed. HEW approved, 4
year
course.
Loans
available
lor December
appointment in yourarea.
call 21999* 4200.

Foe latest snow conditions,
road conditions, tree Michigan
Ski and Snowmobile Map .

r r- l~

Classifieds

Would like to do
typing. 352-4142.

Learn how good you
can be in Michigan
We have the slopes
the snow, eauipntent lo
tent, instruction for
all—ond the nearness
lo moke it a long playing
weekend foe ne«t to
nothing, you le into every
thing in Michigan It the
great skiing up heie doesn't
come natuially to you. a lot
o( other things do

in growth
Height: Abbr.
German article
Mosque towers
on (at
great length!
Step towards

To His Lady:
City or
Country, I. U. "BucketFulls." Love HtrSwtttlt.

KOFLACH Ski Boots-will
lit shoe siie Iti-fVi great
cond. for the beginner
skier.
Call between 7
p.m.-II p.m. 140. 2-l44>!

Tht Brothers of Sigma Phi
Epsilon, Tony and Rlnda
on their Sig Ep-Chi O
engagement. Bestofluckt

12 X 45 Liberty, 2 bdrm,
Fum.. washer-dryer, new
carpet A linoleum.
1529271 afters.

Micltele A Suianne. Best
of luck after graduation.
"Even though or paths art
parting true sisters we'll
stay" L A L, your Alpha
Dtlt Sisters.

Audition AM-FM Stereo 1
track receiver S70 orbest
offtr.
MUST SELL. Call
172-5742
te Inquire.,

ALPHA
SIGS:
Good
Goingl
First .in
all
Fraternity Football. Your
Little Sisses art proud of
you 1

74' Charger
Fantastic
cond. Call 112-9447 afttr
5 or 242 7 4 74 before 5 and
ask lor Larry.

Congrats new ALPHA SIG
NEOPHYTES!
Also new
little Sis Pltdgtsl
The
Little Slgs wish you and all
the Brothers good luck on
finals.
MERRY
CHRISTMAS!
To our Big Bra thtrs MARK
SUFFRON
A
RICK
KNOWLES. Wt wish you
much luck A happlntss
after graduation.
Love,
your Alpha Delta.
To tht Alpha Deit Actives.
Good luck on finals and
happy holidays.
L A L
Your Pled gat.

FOR RENT
Preferred Prop.
Apartments 1-1-77 thru 4-15-7*.
Call 152-9171.
Single student housing lor
W tr.
qtr.
Avail.
at
Newman
Center.
41S
Thurstln St.
SUS-qtr.
Apply at office Mon.-Fn.
♦ -S.
Te subl. ■ bd rm fum.
SI 70 mo Avail. Jan Call
152 4151.
University Village Apt. 2

bdrm apt. turn.

Avail.

Tern, I want to wish you a
very
Happy
stcond
Anniversary. Lovt Brian.

D*C. IS.
Mon Wed
Thur. 1-4.

April
and
RayCongratulations on your
engagement!
Love ya
Both The Sitters of Chi
Omega.

2 M or F to subl. apt. for
Wtr. A Sprg.
University
Ct. 3 5 2 4 041

Hearty Congratulations to
Rinda and Tony on your
ChlO-Sig Ep Engagement!
What a surprise!!! LoveThe Sisters.
Thtta chi-s-A
latt but
sincere thanx for a fantastic tea to
arid Fall
Quarter. Right! Lovt yaTh* Chios

Ph. 152-0144
9-11.
Tu*.,

Thurstin
Manor.
4S1
Thurstln
St.
It renting
apartments
for
Wtr*
Sprg. qtrt. 152-5415. Call
between 12 and 4 p.m.
Village
Green
Apts.
1
bdrm. unfum. partial util.
SI50 mo. Call 352-4147 or
153-3141.
Preferred Props, houses
apts. for rant. 151-9171.

Dave Have a supertime in
UTAH but PLEASE com*
back In an* piece. Kath.

1 bdrm. apt. fum , for 1
male students 5315 mo.
incl. all util. 3524104.

Wt HOPE THE SIG EP's
HAVE A
REAL HAPPY

Subl.
1,2,1,
Campus
Maaer. Pti. 1S2-41*1.

—
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Winter teams
prep for long
journey ahead
M
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Wrestlers experienced
By Terry Goodman
Assistant Sports Editor
The Falcon wrestling squad has no place
to go but up in the Mid-American Conference (MAC) standings this season.
Why? The last two campaigns, coach
Bruce Bellard's Falcons have finished
dead last. First, BG just ran out of talent.
Then, last year was a rebuilding one.
This year, experience should be the
grapplers' main asset.

Kurt Seibenick diving

[Swimmers hold
intrasquad meet
. The Orange and Brown intrasquad meet, annually the
first home appearance for the men's swim team, will be
held at 1:30 p.m. tomorrow at the Natatorium.
Coach Tom Stubbs has divided the squad into two
teams, with captains Jeff Liedel and Dennis Erdelyi each
commanding a team.
The meet is run like a normal dual meet except that
each participant must swim either two or three events.

"WE^VE GOT another good group of
freshmen and we should be strong in the
lower and middle weights," second-year
assistant coach Mike Jacobs said
yesterday. "Ohio (University) has six or
seven guys back who placed in the MAC
championships last year and will be tough
to beat again but we're more experienced.''
Bowling Green opens up with a tussle a
week from today against Western
Michigan. Jay Liles (118) and Mark Mayer

Dorsett leads star team

Cincy opens holiday hoop slate
TTP-INS: After the Findlay contest,
BG will host the University of Cincinnati
Wednesday night at 7:30. It will be one
of the most severe confrontations the
BG cagers will face this season.
"I think Cincinnati has one of the most
talented teams in the nation,". said
coach John Weinert. "They'll be a very
'.'tough team."

But the Mid-American Conference is
making a name for itself this year,
beating top-rated teams. The list is
. ever-growing as Miami downed Purdue
University; Central Michigan beat
Michigan State; Ohio University nipped
■Pittsburgh; and more surprisely Toledo
University ended Indiana University's
33-game winning streak in its Centennial
Hall debut. Will BG be the next name on
the list of giant-killers?...
'• "WE NEEDED that opening victory." Weinert said. "Every victory
makes it easier to win. But, more importantly, the victory gave the kids
confidence. It showed them their hard
work is paying dividends.
"The EIU victory was a good one to

build on, but after the Cincinnati game
we become Gulliver with our long road
trip."
We play a lot of games (seven)
against some very good competition.
This road trip will tell us how tough our
team is."...
After the Cincinnati contest, the
Falcons will leave for a month-long road
trip, which includes the Kentucky
Invitational and Far West Classic over
the holidays.
THE FALCONS drew host Kentucky
University, rated as high as third in the
nation by some polls, for the invitational. Utah University and West
Virginia complete the four-team
tourney.
After the Kentucky Invitational, BG
travels to Huntington, W. Va., to
challenge Marshall, a former MAC
member, before traveling to the Far
West Classic.
The Falcons, again drew the hostOregon University, in the classic, which
includes North Carolina, Oral Roberts,
Texas A & M, St Louis, Oregon State
and Weber State.
-GREG SMITH

Ice action...page 10
parrow's

(158) are now solid sophomores, instead of
promising freshmen. Jerry Thomas (126),
Bill Frazier (134), Rick Kopf (ISO), Al
Nozak (190) and heavyweight crowdpleaser Jeff "The Stomper" Polhemus
round out the seasoned team.
"Polhemus should be a little quicker this
year," Jacobs said. "He wrestled at 255
pounds last year and now he's down to
242."
And what about this year's first-year
crew?
"Jimmy Warmington was second in
Michigan last year at 167 and Marco
Harrah (177, from Dayton) lost his first
state match last year after he had a 20some game winning streak.
"MATT WHITE (Worthington) should
add depth at 167 and Tom Mitchell (142)
will be competing with Dave Ibera for a
job."
Ohio University beat out Central
Michigan last year by nine points for its
seventh consecutive MAC wrestling crown.

Sports in Brief

By the Associated Press
Tony Dorsett, Pittsburgh's record-breaking
Heisman Trophy winner,
and three other great
"BASICALLY, it is a meet situation where we run time runners were named to the
trials." Stubbs siad. "This is the first time that they'll be Associated Press 1976 allswimming the regular meet events. We try to add a little American college football
team yesterday as part of a
ir/terest with the competition between the tlo teams."
And since this is an annual affair, Stubbs said times will five-man backfield.
Joining Dorsett and
be compared to those from previous years to see how well
pass-happy quarterback
the team is doing at this point in the season.
'■ "We also can see how far along our new people are," Tommy Kramer of Rice on
the offensive unit are
Stubbs added.
, The Orange team, captained by Liedel, will have Chris running backs Ricky Bell
Price, Ron Matter, DaveKoenig, CraigCasten, Rob Ellis, of Southern California, Rob
Rob Dustier. Jim Gleason, Greg Joseph, Jeff France, Lytle of Michigan and
Terry Miller of Oklahoma
Steve Yenney and Kurt Seibenick.
Erdelyi's Brown team will consist of Bill Heinimann, State. It was considered
Mark Hammann, Daryl liable, Don Luikhart, Brian impossible to choose
Mouch, Jeff Wolf, Kurt glee, Jon Watts, Steve Carlson, among Bell, Lytle and
Miller.
Norm Boyd and Mike Derge.

;

The only repeaters back
from 1975 were Bell :ind
split end Larry Selvers of
Tennessee.
Joining Seivers at end is
Michigan's Jim Smith. The
offensive tackles are
Georgia's Mike Wilson and
Oklahoma's Mike Vaughn.
The guards are Ted
Albrecht of California and
T.J.
Humphreys
of
Arkansas State. The center
is John Yarno of Idaho.
The defensive line
consists of Ross Browner
of Notre Dame and Bob
Brudzinski of Ohio State at
the ends, Wilson Whltley of
Houston and Eddie
Edwards of Miami, Fla, at
the tackles and Pitt's Al
Romano, middle guard.
The linebackers are
Robert Jackson of Texas A
& M, Brian Ruff of the

Student ID ticket exchange continues today in
the Memorial Hall Ticket
Office for this weekend's
hockey scries with St
Louis. General admission
tickets are also on sale for
fl for students, $2 for
adults. A limited number
of reserved seat tickets are
still available for tonight's
game. But reserved seats
for tomorrow night are
sold out.
Tickets for the Great
Lakes tournament,
scheduled for December
28-29 at Detroit's Olympia
Stadium, are now on sale
at the Memorial Hall and
Stadium Ticket Offices.
The
first-round

$1.50 at the d
; 8:00-1:00
One last fling before finals!

Probation
A federal court judge has
ordered the National
Collegiate Athletic Assn. to
lift its probation of men's
sports at the University of
Minnesota, pending a final
court decision on the
matter.

Tennis
Jimmy Conners, Ken
Rosewall, Adriano Panatta
and Vitas Gerulatis all are
participating in the round
robin competition of the
$320,000 World Cup TennisCaesars Palace Challenge
Cup.

doubleheader December 28
features Brown-Michigan
at 6 p.m., followed by
Bowling Green-Michigan
Tech at 9.
The second-round
doublehe; der December 29
includes the losers consolation .;ame at 5 p.m.
with the winners playing
for the title at 8.
Reserved seat tickets
are priced at $5 and $6 for
each doubleheader.
General admission tickets
will be sold at the gate for
$4.

NewsphoMT~by Dfck Koverman

Coach Charles Simpson talks with senior Karen Glenn

Falcon gymnasts face
Ball State tomorrow
BySueCaser
Sports Writer
When Charles Simpson
coached women's gymnastic
at Indiana
University, the Ball State
University (BSU) Cai^
dinals consistently beat his
team.
In the three years
Simpson has coached
Bowling Green women's
gymnastics, BSU has
never defeated
the
Falcons.
The Falcon women
travel to Muncie, Ind.,
tomorrow to battle those
Cardinals in a dual meet.
"Ball State has a new
coach this year, and I have
no idea of anything she has
done with the team,"
Simpson said. "They could
surprise us this weekend,
but I doubt it."
THE FALCONS, idle the
past two weeks, finished
second to Illinois State
University by two points in
their season opener. For
the Cardinals, it will be
their first meet.
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TONIGHT!
Gamma Phi Beta
is Having their
Semi-Formal

Date Party
at Alpine Village

"We have a slight edge
going into the meet
because we have competed
earlier this year," Simpson
said. "But then again,
things are balanced out
because we are playing
them at home and on their
equipment."
Improvement on the
uneven bars and the
balance beam is what
Simpson is looking for this

■

meet. The three-year
veteran mentor said he will
be taking along some new
people in hopes of bettering
the scores in these two
events. The vaulting and
the floor exercises continue
to be strong areas for the
gymnastics.
Four judges will be
scoring the meet and
Simpson believes the BG
girls will once again score
deep in all events.

The sisters of Chi Omega
Wish Everyone

HAPPY
HOLIDAYS!
AQUA HUT
521 S. Prospect St.
352-5128

* ALL CAMPUS MIXER*

*
*
EMANON
*
ft
*
THE UNIVERSITY
*
SOUND SYSTEM
*
*
Silent Movies also to be shown
*
Dinner will be served
*
Fri. Dec 3rd
8-12 p.m. *
*
Ballroom Adm. 50'
*
FEATURING

all campus beer blast!
- Friday, Dec, 3

Citadel
and
Jerry
Robinson of UCLA, while
the deep backs are BD1
Armstrong of Wake
Forest, Gary Green of
Baylor
and Dennis
Hiurman of Southern Cal.

Hockey ticket information

December 3, at 9:00

FINAL FINAL FLING

Newtpho*o by Dtcfc Koverman

Mike Jacobs, Bruce Bollard and Jeff Polhemus look on

••••••••••••• •

Christmas specials on
all dive watches. See us for
all your scuba diving
equipment and accessories
Hours

Fri 12-6:00
Sat 12-6:00
Sun 12-4:00

or by appointment during the week

P»ge 10, The BG News.Friday, Dec. 31976

Rival St. Louis pays BG a visit

National college hockey powers clash
ByBMEstep
Sports Editor
So you think Michigan State-Michigan Tech and
Minnesota-Wisconsin are the best Midwestern college
hockey rivalries?
Don't tell Bowling Green and St. Louis that. They know
better. These two Central Collegiate Hockey Assn.
powers who do battle in an important two-game set this
weekend
in
the
Ice
Arena,
have
een carrying on their own intra-lcaguc war for six
seasons.
Seven overtime games. Nine games decided by one
goal. Frantic crowds. Intense pressure. League title
hopes always on the line.
You name it, this series has it. And this weekend,
which features a pair of 7:30 p.m. starters, and this year,
probably won't be any different.
"ITS A classic series," said BG coach Ron Mason "I
think both teams are representativeof nationally-ranked
teams. That's evident by the polls."
Take this week's first-ever NCAA poll, for instance.
The Falcons, with a 7-1 season record following a

blistering 6-1 loss Tuesday at Notre Dame, are fourth
ranked. St. laws, meanwhile, 6-5 after a 3-2 loss Sunday
at Boston College, are 10th. In addition, although the
BiUikens fell out of both the KBIL (media) and WMPL
(coaches) polls for the first time this season, BG was
ranked third (media) and fourth (coaches).
' 'I've got to think this has developed into one of our best
series," Mason said
Even better, and more intense, than with intra-state
rival Ohio State.

"ST. LOUIS came into our place and beat us one game
last year," Mason said, "and we were lucky they didn't
maintain their consistency throughout the year.
"We can't afford to let them get a jump on us. We were
fortunate last year that other teams in the league helped
us out

"They're a finesse team," Mason said. "Their game is
skate, skate. Ours is checking. They play a lot like
Boston University."
Now the question remains: will the results be the same
for the Falcons?

"EVERYONE likes to beat OhioState," he said. "But
from talent and wins and losses, no. Heck, we're 8-0
against them (Ohio) over the last two years. This is the
best series from a win-loss standpoint. I think our fans,
students and players look forward to this one more."
And you can forget about St. Louis' record, which includes five victories on the road. It's useless.
"It's (record) is not indicative of their play," Mason
said. "They're well disciplined, well coached and never
get disturbed or upset, like Ohio State."
The Billikens didn't seem too disturbed last season
when they lost the opener here 6-1 and returned the next
night to win 4-2. Just ask Mason.

• :

Scoring punch is key for Billikens
SAVES: St. Loola coach BUI Selman says he's
worried about his team's scoring punch, or lack of it.
And he has good reason.
The Billikens have scored only 41 goals in 11 games.
Their biggest barrage of the campaign came in a 7-3
win over Minnesota, defending NCAA champions, the
season opener. The Falcons, meanwhile, nave hit 39
goals in eight games.
"You give us two more goals per game," Selman
said this week, "something that we have had in our
previous six seasons, and our record is 9-0-2."
As a result, Selman has been shuffling his forward
lines trying to find the right combinations. And
judging from last night's spirited workout in the Ice
Arena, he may not decide on his starting lines until
gametime tonight...

St. Louis goalie Lindsay Middlebrook has started all
11 games this year for St Louis and invades with a 2.95
goals against average. The senior from Toronto
finished third in the nation in goals against last year.
BG's Mike Luit, who will man the nets tonight, was
first and teammate Al Sarachman, who was pulled in
the third period of Tuesday's loss, was third...
ONLY JUNIOR wing Doug Lawton, who suffered a
separated shoulder in the second Vermont game
(which the Bills won 4-3), is expected to miss the series
for St Louis. Bowling Green, meanwhile, other than
bumps and bruises, is healthy...
Speaking of injuries, Falcon sophomore forward
Tom Newton, whose right knee required surgery
following a pre-season injury, had his cast removed
last Thursday in Toronto.
-BILLRSTEP

N«~i[*oK> bv Mindy M.lligan

Hawking

Ken Morrow, BG's fine defenseman. applies pressure in an earlier game this
season against Guelph. Morrow and his teammates host St. Louis this weekend.

Bellefontaine boys match hoops tomorrow
By Greg Smith
Assistant Sports Editor
It will be Bellefontaine
Day tomorrow at Anderson
Arena when the Bowling
Green
cager.s
host
backyard rival Findlay
College (FC).
It will be a head-to-head,
point-to-point
confrontation between Falcon
freshman Dan Shumaker
and FC senior Robin Long,
Bellefontaine natives and
starting point guards.
The issue will be decided
at 3:30 p.m. tomorrow.

NswtpholO by Minrfy Willigon

Freshman backrourt ace Dan Shumaker Is In complete control,
while bringing the ball across the time line during the Falcons'
opening win over Eastern Illinois.

Control

FRESH FROM a 87-61
victory over Eastern
Illinois University (EIU)
Wednesday, the Falcons
will face an experienced
Oilers' team, under the
direction of veteran coach
Jim Houdes hell.
Houdeshell, now in his
22nd season as the Oilers'
mentor, recorded his 300th
coaching victory in FCs
93-67 victory over Tiffin in
the season opener. Since
then, the Oilers have
responded with a 79*0
decision
over
Ohio

Dominican and a 92-79
verdict over Heidelberg.
But the history of BG-FC
basketball goes back to
1915. The Falcons have
won 45 of 59 meetings
between the two teams,
including the last 14 games
and 20 of the last 21.
"It will be a very tough
game," said Houdeshell.
"We have a veteran team
with all five starters being
seniors. We're an average
team with one guy 6-7, but
after that we tail off very
quickly.
But one of the guys to
watch for is Long,
nicknamed "The Colonel"
because of leadership
ability.
"ROBIN IS a very fine
leader," Houdeshell said.
"He has played very well
this season and plays the
point excellently."
The Falcons receive a
fine performance from
their point guard Dan
Shumaker in the EIU
triumph. Shumaker dished
out a record-tying 13
assists and scored 13
points, while hitting five of

More cage notes
on page nine

six floor shots and three-offour from the charity
stripe.
"I was pleased with my
performance," Shumaker
said, "but there are a lot of
things 1 can improve on. I
have to eliminate some of
the stupid turnovers I had
in the EIU game."
Shumaker led his high
school team to an undefeated season before
losing to Cincinnati Elder
in the districts, finishing
the year with a 22-1 record.
Long, on the other hand,

guided Bellefontaine to the
state tournament, before
losing to Columbus Bishop
Ready his senior year.
"There should be a big
crowd from Bellefontaine
here Saturday," Shumaker
said "I never played on
the same team as Robin,
but I've played against him
in pickup games. His
biggest asset is his
leadership ability. He's a
good leader."
The Oilers will start five
seniors in the first BG-FC
matchup since the 193M9

season.
Gary Burton,
averaging 10 points a
game, and Dale Creager,
the Oiler's leading scorer
(16.3) and rcbounder(8.3),
will open at forward. Ron
Treece, meanwhile, and
I/mg will start at the
guards Steve Cooreman,
a 6-8 pivotman, rounds out
the starters.
Weinert wil counter with
Tommy Harris and Dan
Hipsher at the wings, and
Dave Sutton and Ron
Hammye at the inside
spots.

Budweiser, presents "Beer Talk'

Salt in beer?

Did you ever see somebody put
sail in his beer to being the head
back up?

Well, il you want to do it that way.
it's okay with us.

DON'T MISS IT!
FABULOUS FIFTIES
CONCERT
TOLEDO SPORTS AKINA
S p.m., Dec. 4"
Featuring
PLATTERS
DIAMONDS
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DRIFTERS

IHE COASTERS
SAM
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You can save the salt for the popcorn, cause that Beechwocd Aged
Budweiser taste speaAs 'or ttselt

And you can take* that without a
grain of salt!
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A perfect head of foam is easy: Just
start with Budweiser And pour it
smack down the middle.

FREDDIE CANNON

THE

TICKETS
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But really . . . what sail does to
great beer is make it salty.
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Get a free copy ol the Budweiser Beer Talk Booklet
Write Beer Talk Anheuser-Busch Inc . St . Lpuift. Mo. 63118

